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ABSTRACT
Procedural character animation often pales in both visual accuracy and efficiency
as opposed to a hand-authored counterpart. It lacks the subtle variations of
motion that result from task dynamics and human physiology. However, while
traditional animation methods such as motion capture may preserve subtle
gesture features, they lack the flexibility required in many real-time interactive
applications.
This dissertation examines current procedural animation techniques, principally
inverse kinematics solution methods, and investigates their use as exclusively
driven solutions for generating character motion. The case study implements an
inverse kinematics algorithm based on the Jacobian transpose method to animate
a human walk cycle; creating a real-time animation system. The developed
project as result was named IKAS (Inverse Kinematics Development System). The
paper classifies the overheads and visual characteristic quality of IKAS using
numerous test cases.
Three experiments were carried out; the first experiment demonstrates the
animating aptitude of the system at minimum thresholds. The second experiment
involves the dictation of animation speed to test control robustness and
performance handling. The third experiment adjusts the animation in real-time
by modifying foot placements while also adapting the animation speed.
The results from the first two experiments showed that character animation
based solely on inverse kinematics is visually plausible. While generating walking
motions reasonably, the animation speed variation didn’t perform as desired,
resulting from Jacobian transpose methods’ slow convergence properties. The
third experiment revealed the limits of computational stress on multiple endeffector manipulations, the system was unable to handle the continuous changes
to end effectors.
The conclusions drawn from the research showed that character animation
based solely on inverse kinematics, while perhaps visually plausible, needs much
work in order to act as the sole engine driving an animation. Much room for
paralleling and GPU solutions were found to be generally unexplored in this field
and left many potential avenues to be investigated. While full skeletal control
exclusively via inverse kinematics may require taxing levels of computation, the
ability for high-level development of motion controllers as demonstrated in IKAS
reveals it’s potential as a key component for the future of procedural real-time
animation.
Keywords: Procedural, animation, real-time, inverse, Jacobian, transpose,
kinematics.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The human visual system is extremely adept at detecting motion patterns; we are
able to identify living beings within a visual scene almost effortlessly. Troje
(2002) states that human motion contains “a wealth of information about the
actions, intentions and emotions of a character.”
In computer graphics and animation however, the distinction between
believability and physical realism is significant (Bates 1994). Character
animation is often based on motion-capture or hand-illustrated key framing to
reproduce a degree of believability for a particular motion. A selection of
animation assets are then combined using animation blending based on the
behaviour intended for a character and the geometric layout in the character’s
immediate vicinity (Horswill 2008).
The level of realism using this technique is largely dependent on the skill of the
animator and therefore the quality of the resulting animation can be varied.
Motion capture animation contains little nuances of an actor’s performance that
can be missed when animating by hand making it appear more realistic.
Although creating characters that can react convincingly in dynamic situations
not only improves realism within a computer game, but also enhances
possibilities for varied gameplay, which depending on one’s perspective is
equally or more important than the desire for realism. This applies even more so
to game environments where the design is vastly fictional, or character
believability and behaviour is of more importance (Barzel, Hughes and Wood
1996).
However character interactions have continuously pleaded greater complexity in
real-time applications, and dynamic motion has become somewhat a necessity in
most computer game genres. In a 3D environment, the modest notion of
interacting with a chair can require a potentially infinite range of animation
assets depending on the type of chair, its height, the geometrical layout of the
scene, and the character’s dimensions (Horswill 2008). Although some of this
may be automated (Shin et al 2001; Rose, Bodenheimer and Cohen 1998; Witkin
and Popovic 1995), generating large libraries of character animations is still
labour-intensive, making it costly and prohibitive for development (Natural
Motion 2006). As such procedural animation has revealed itself to be
advantageous and an answer to many of these situations.
Then it is to no astonishment that procedural animation has become significantly
more developed in the last decade (Millington 2007). Animation systems have
advanced numerous optimization strategies for algorithms used in generating
dynamic motion; including hybrid algorithmic implementations (Bruderlin and
Calvert 1989), dynamic parameter control (Dadamo 1988; Boulic, MagnenatThalmann and Thalmann 1990) motion retargeting (Gleicher 1998) and
interactive evolution (Kwasnicka and Woziak 2006).
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A prominent method present in most procedural motion systems is inverse
kinematics. This involves a skeleton assembled as a rigid link of joints in a
hierarchal system with acting geometric constraints. Movement of one element
in the skeletal system requires the computation of joint angles for the other
elements to maintain constraint parameters and complete a designated motion.
Although inverse kinematics is considered flexible for motion creation, it’s
implementation doesn’t stretch beyond limb manipulation, most commonly
corrective foot placements on irregular terrain or arm-adjustment mechanisms.
Full character motions, such as walk cycles, are still generated through
traditional animation means, with inverse kinematics not prominently relied on
for full skeletal animations in real-time.
As such this dissertation looks to answer the following research question:
“How can inverse kinematics be used to create full character animation?“
To answer this question, this paper studies both traditional and procedural
animation methods and discusses their benefits and difficulties as candidates for
real-time motion generation. Based on this investigation, it will go on to evaluate
the use of inverse kinematics as a primary method for real-time animation. The
case study demonstrates the implementation of a real-time inverse kinematics
based animation system by generating a humanoid walking motion. This involves
leg, arm and torso movement cycles, with no pre-created assets for the motion to
be based upon.
The dissertation focuses on identifying performance bottlenecks and assesses
animation aptitude during system evaluation. Results will illustrate the output of
the techniques used to improve efficiency and animating quality in kinematicbased systems.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The adoption of procedural animation originated from the need to animate an
intricate act or situation; Goldberg (2009) stated that for a complex scene, handauthored animation proved “too tedious.” The natural alternative to animating a
dynamic or over-complicated scenario would be to compute motions
algorithmically from principles given some speciﬁcation of the desired character
behaviour (Horswill 2008).
To present this research in the correct context, this section will describe the
current research related to procedural as well as traditional character animation.
The study will show how 3D character interactivity has led to the use of
procedural animation to satisfy the needs of interactive character animation in
virtual 3D worlds.
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2.1 Character Representation
There are many forms of motion generation techniques. However from these
techniques there is one aspect which is standard among each of them:
physiological representation. In 3D animation, physiologies are characterized by
3D skeletons. In the case of human compositions, skeletons are most often
represented as shown in figure 1.0. This structure has generally been unchanged
since research conducted by Badler (1993)
Wrotek (2006) described the 3D skeleton as a tree of bones, where pairs of bones
are connected by revolute joints. For a humanoid character, the ‘root’ is typically
the pelvis and the ‘leaves’ are ﬁngers, toes, and skull. In principle, however, these
skeletons never aim to anatomically mimic a human skeleton (Owen 1999).
An animation is conducted by transforming the bones’ orientation and position,
which in turn translates the aesthetic outlook attached to the skeleton (model,
mesh, texture, etc.). It is these transformations and how they perform over time
which creates the illusion of motion.

Fig. 1.0 - Human 3D skeleton used in animation

Similar to how 2D animation is performed, in 3D animation frames of a character
model posed performing specific motions from start to finish are captured and
played sequentially. A more efficient and practical alternative to this is keyframed animation.

2.2 Key Frame Animation
In 3D graphics, key frame animation is the changing of shape, position, spacing,
or timing of an object in successive frames, with major changes to the object
being described as key frames. An animation is stored as a sequence of frames,
with each frame different than the previous and the next. Specific frames where
an animation complexity increases or differs greatly are marked as key frames.
The frames of motion between these key frames are calculated automatically
3

using interpolation algorithms such as linear or cubic spline interpolation.
Bonnafous et al (2001) describe this interpolation process as a spherical linear
interpolation (SLERP) algorithm amid sequentially-placed key frames.

Fig. 1.1 - The frames in-between the far left and right outer key-frames are the
interpolated frames in this animation.
The fluidity of an animation and its believability depends greatly on the detail of
each transformation and its quality. One of the principal benefits of key frame
animation is extensive control by the animator to generate expressive motion
(Nebel 1999). Generally speaking, the more frames used to create a particular
motion, the more fluid said motion will seem.
Conversely, a common issue is its difficult implementation in dynamic
environments. Key framed assets are static by nature, and when cycled through
will appear identical every time, this often makes them efficient for scripted
scenarios, but problematic in real-time dynamic or expressively sensitive
situations (Wiley and Hahn 1997). It is because of this hand-crafted animation
can often possess a lack of aliveness, or the high frequency details of motion,
which cannot be captured via an animator (Witkin and Popovic 1995).

2.3 Motion Capture
An answer to this is motion capture. Motion capture is the recording of a realtime live performance of an acting body’s motion input (Boulic and Thalmann
1992; Bryson 2005). Motion capture systems can vary in set-up and functionality,
yet they all share the fundamental function of recording data from a live
performance using sensors (Bonnafous et al. 2001). This is done by triangulating
the position of sensors placed on an actor, the positions are then drawn onto
character joints in joint space using inverse kinematical processing and
algorithms (Callennec and Boulic 2004).

4

Fig. 1.2 - The process of motion capture, from the recording of human
movement (far right) to its translation into an animation (far left).
Motion capture has been accepted as a viable method when generating realistic
human animation (Callennec and Boulic 2004; Kovar and Gleicher 2003),
particularly in film and game production (Wang and Bodenheimer 2004). It is
used to create very specific and realistic animations, and also create an archive of
recyclable animation assets (Witkin and Popovic 1995; Bryson 2005).
Although many authors state the lack of flexibility of motion capture animation
(Gleicher 2001; Boulic and Thalmann 1992). In essence they are still as static as
key framed assets, and are riddled with an innate lack of control (Wang and
Bodenheimer 2004). Sensors positioned on an acting body do not necessarily
consistently represent the actor’s joints, as the calculation of the sensors location
is proportionally related to the field of view of the cameras and the quality of the
image analysis (Boulic and Thalmann 1992; Bryson 2005).

2.4 Animation Blending
To avoid the excessive creation of animation assets and to further enhance their
practical use, animation blending is employed. This involves a variety of key
framed animation assets (hand-authored or motion captured) belonging to an
entity and forming new animations by interpolating between
specific
parameters of a motion (Abali 2001). For instance, with animations belonging to
a particular character, specified transformations would merge or “blend” with
other transformations to form a new overall animation. Any amount of
animations can be blended, and with every addition to the blending process, the
possible blended outcomes increases exponentially. This is demonstrated briefly
in figure 1.3.

5

However this method has particular
deficits; a key restriction is the level
this blending occurs at, and how the
blending algorithms must take
measures
to
compensate
for
differences
in
motion
input
parameters (Bryson 2005).
The degree of dynamic control for
blended
motions,
while
an
improvement, still doesn’t differ
greatly from its key-framed counterpart. There is also no guarantee that
the weighted sum of two motions
Fig. 1.3 - The two animations on the left that respect dynamics will still
are combined to form the animation on respect those same dynamics (i.e,
joint restrictions) after blending, and
the right.
it would still prove difficult to define
generic dynamical laws that could work for every kind of motion (Mènardais et al
2004). Interactivity and dynamic behaviour still proves difficult and poses
similar implementation and control issues.

2.5 Procedural Animation
Procedural animation is the automatic generation of motion in real-time without
reference to pre-created assets. This has become an essential component for
interactive applications such as computer games, where characters continuously
participate in multifaceted interactions that cannot be pre-planned at authoring
time (Horswill 2008).
Procedural animation systems such as Improv (Perlin and Goldberg 1996) and
commercial animation systems such as Euphoria (Natural Motion 2006) have
been studied extensively. Although focusing more on autonomous character
behaviour and motions resulting from intelligent systems based on artificial
intelligence techniques rather than computed motion derived from algorithms
aimed only at simulating human movement patterns such as gait.
From here this text elaborates on literature and studies directly related to
procedural animation methods, and works to explore both their applicative
benefits and shortcomings for use in real-time applications.

2.6 Dynamics
In physics, the study of the causes of motion is dynamics, it is the analysis of
forces and the why objects are in motion. This contrasts kinematics, the branch of
classical mechanics that describes the motion of objects without consideration of
the causes leading to motion. While relating mostly to Newton’s second law, all
6

three laws of motion are taken into consideration in dynamics because these are
interrelated in any given observation or experiment. The central principle can be
formulated as:

F = ma

(1)

Where F represents the force applied to an object, m represents the mass of an
object and a represents its acceleration, which is the second derivative with
respect to time of a position vector. The force is linked to the resulting motion
(equation 1). The same equation can also be formulated as:
..

T = iθ

(1.1)

..
Where T represents the torque, i represents the inertia matrix, and θ represents
the angular acceleration. The torque of a system is always related to rotation.
Further fundamentals in dynamics principles can be found in work by Wilhelms
(1991).

2.6.1 Multi-body Dynamics
In simulations involving several linked
entities, such as a skeleton, multi-body
dynamics is used. This models the
dynamic behaviours of interconnected
rigid or flexible bodies, each of which may
undergo large translational and rotational
displacements. As such it has wide
applications in both robotics and multiagent computer simulations.
This is based on a well-known scheme of
differential equations, the Newton Euler
equations, which can be derived from
Newton’s laws and other basic concepts
from classical mechanics. These equations
serve as the equations of motion for a
multi-bodied system (Bender et al. 2012).
Fig. 1.4 – A character represented
using multiple rigid bodies.

2.6.2 Inverse and Forward Dynamics
In all multi-body simulations, the result of a system is directly related to the flow
of energy along a chain of elements. In the case of musculoskeletal systems, the
forces guided through joint segments are partly formed by rotational and
translational external forces and inertial effects.
7

The calculation of movements and external reaction forces using internal forces
or moments of a force is called forward dynamics. To calculate the internal forces
required for the end-point in a chain to reach a specific target is called inverse
dynamics (Otten 2003). An example of this is demonstrated in figure 1.5.

Fig. 1.5 - A process for computing motions in a musculoskeletal system,
demonstrating first forward then inverse dynamics procedures.
Due to the use of many physical properties, dynamics-based simulations are very
accurate at generating realistic motion (Bender et al. 2012, Wilhelm 1991, Otten
2003). The term ‘ragdoll’ is often used to describe this character representation
(see fig. 1.4). Ragdoll physics is the simulation of a character in a physics system.
The term ragdoll comes from the limits of the physics solvers used, computing
little or zero joint/skeletal muscle stiffness, hence the term ragdoll. This is used
often in computer games during death scenes to represent lifelessness in a
character.
However, using dynamics solely as a means of skeletal movement poses multiple
problems. Connected multi-body systems are known to exhibit notoriously
complex behaviour when driven by many external and/or internal forces (Otten
2003), suffering greatly in areas where keyframing techniques do not (Bender et
al. 2012). To simulate a walking motion, the determination of joint and muscle
forces in humanoid gait is required, this is problematic and naturally complex
(Chung and Hahn 1999). Aside from the difficulties in modelling formulation and
solution derivation processes for walking, determination of limb center of mass
and inertial properties add more uncertainty to the problems (Chung and Hahn
1999).
Further issues lie with performance. In general there will be one equation of
motion for each degree of freedom in a skeleton. This leads to a large system of
equations which must be solved by numerical methods at considerable
computational expense. While numerous optimization strategies exist, the
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formulation adopted to represent the equations of motion significantly affects
the cost of the solution method (Welman 1993, Moore and Wilhelms 1988).
A more potent problem however is control. The results of a simulation can only
be indirectly manipulated by simulation parameters or by adding forces to the
system, where further physical parameters have to be deﬁned. It is difficult to
reach certain predeﬁned goals just by tweaking these parameters (Bender et al.
2012). Therefore, more control over a simulation is required for intricate needs.
This makes solely dynamics-based models unnecessary for applications where
plausibility is of more intrinsic importance than realism (Barzel, Hughes and
Wood 1996), this is particularly true for computer animation and even more so
in interactive real-time mediums like computer games.

2.7 Kinematics
Kinematics, contrary to dynamics, is the study of motion without reference to
force and mass. An articulated kinematic chain of rigid segments is referred to as
a manipulator. The most proximal segment of a manipulator is known as the
base, and is typically fixed. The distal end of the manipulator is free to move, and
is known as the end effector. The end effector position is defined relative to the
proximal joint coordinate space, and its orientation is equivalent to that of the
proximal joint’s coordinate frame (Peck 2006).

2.7.1 Forward Kinematics
Two forms of kinematics can be used to compute motion in a linked chain,
forward kinematics (FK) or inverse kinematics (IK). Forward kinematics refers to
the direct manipulation of a structure through rotations and translations until it
reaches a desired final position. Its hierarchy consists of the assignment of an
object as a father of another. A structure is fundamentally transformed in a topdown transversal until the wanted effect is reached.

Fig. 1.6 - A forward kinematics chain, calculating the target of an
end-effector when knowing the origin, the segments, and their angles
(Granberg 2009).
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Kinematics explicitly deﬁnes the state vector of an articulated ﬁgure at a speciﬁc
time. A state vector is described as:

Θ = (θ1,…, θn)

(1.2)

Where Θ is the set of joint angles, including independent parameters deﬁning the
positions and orientations of all joints belonging to a system. A set of joints linked
hierarchically forms a chain (i.e. a limb from a body). With a given Θ, the
cascaded transformations of joints in a chain aﬀect the displacement of the endeﬀector (equation 1.3).

X = f ( Θ)

(1.3)

While forward kinematics is useful for animating simple objects, when
introduced to highly articulated ﬁgures this is different. Obtaining the true
trajectory for a plausible motion is very hard to achieve (Abali 2001).
Further problems arise in skeletal systems (see fig. 1.9) when, for instance, it is
desired that the hip is rotated but not the feet. In general there are two solutions,
though none of them visually satisfactory (Pitzel 2002). First, the whole
structure can be rotated, although this results in not only hip but also foot
rotation. The other solution is only the node of highest hierarchy (hip for
instance) is rotated, leaving the other nodes without transformation. This
produces visually unappealing results, as it leads to the separation of knees from
the rest of the body. Beyond this problem, numerous movements are hard to
describe using FK, like the trajectory of a foot (Park 2008). This is known as the
final position problem in forward kinematics.

2.7.2 Inverse Kinematics
Inverse kinematics solves the final position
problem of forward kinematics not through
direct manipulation of the structure, but via
the direction of resolution for a motion
within a figure. Founded from studies in
robotics, computer graphics researchers
adapted algorithms from robotics and
developed new approaches better suited to
computer animation.

Fig. 1.7 – A skeletal system
formed from linked hierarchical
nodes.

Unlike
forward
kinematics,
inverse
kinematics specifies the desired position
and orientation of an end-eﬀector and
resolves from this specification. For
example, using a skeleton represented as a
hierarchy of nodes (figure 1.7), this skeleton
would be manipulated in a top-down
10

approach when using forward kinematics. In inverse kinematics the transfer of
control is in a bottom-up direction, defining the end positions of the outer leaves
(hands, feet, head) first, then resolving backwards for the remainder of the
motion (Park 2008).
To do this, inverse kinematics computes all joint angles in a chain to orient the
end-eﬀector to the desired posture. In order to derive Θ with a given X, the
inverse of equation 1.3 is required, as shown in equation 1.4.

Θ = f -1(X)

(1.4)

This however poses a problem; the function in equation 2.0 is now nonlinear.
This introduces the possibility of more than one solution set of Θ for a given X.
This is illustrated in figures 1.8 and 1.9.

Fig. 1.8 – Possible solutions for a chain to reach a single goal (Abali 2001).
This is referred to as the inverse kinematics problem. The augmenting of
methods needed to achieve the most ideal or wanted solution of an end-effector
is where much of the recent research in inverse kinematics has concerned itself
(Morten 2007). These solution methods can be broadly classified into three
categories: analytical methods, numerical methods, and a combination of both
(analytical and numerical) approaches.

Fig. 1.9 - For character animation, rotational joint constraints mimicking skeletal
restrictions (i.e elbow) help minimize solutions, although this still leaves many
possible motions to be computed (Granberg 2009).
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Analytical methods, while one of the more accurate (Park 2008), can only be used
to solve very simple articulations such as two-link chains (see fig. 2.3). For more
complex articulations, no analytical solution exists (Abali 2001, Tolani, Goswami
and Badler 2000). As such it can often be difficult to develop general solution
methods suitable for all articulations. Performance and motion quality varies
depending on what method is implemented, and to compare/develop these
methods may be time-consuming.
In complex systems such as skeletons,
numerical or combined solution
methods are used. For instance the
Jack animation system developed at
the University of Pennsylvania (Zhao
and Badler 1994, Badler, Manoochehri
and Walters 1987) relies only on
numerical methods. While research by
Tolani, Goswani and Balder (2000)
offers a combination of analytical and
numerical algorithms for animating
populated systems. These methods will
be discussed in further detail during
chapter 3.

Fig 2.0 - Two-link chain as used for an
analytical inverse kinematics solver.

Approaches based on dynamics simulation suﬀer from high computational cost
compared with kinematic approaches, although the motion generated by physics
systems are more realistic than those in kinematic alternatives. Moreover, since
each individual/persons have unique motion styles resulting from emotion and
personality, kinematics and dynamics are incapable to detect this competence
without the use of an intelligence system to define behavioural motions.
As for the benefits associated with inverse kinematic-based systems, there exists
several. Skeletal motion computed from a desired target is many times more
logical from a real-time animation perspective (Vondrak, Sigal and Jenkins 2010).
In addition to synthesizing motion believably (Barzel, Hughes and Wood 1996),
high-level motion control mechanisms can be developed, allowing desired
motions to be flexibly directed and controlled. Computationally, inverse
kinematic algorithms are generally not difficult to process, depending on the
motion needed, the heaviest calculations are joint angles for the lower
extremities and pelvis trajectories (Morton 2007, Zhao and Badler 1994).
Furthermore, research into efficiency improvements for inverse kinematic
systems is continuously pursued. Zhao (1996) described a “task information”
system, which converts high-level goals into low-level constraints on key
positions of the body. This has been developed upon to allow algorithms to target
12

specific sections of the body as sets of chains, rather than resolving for the entire
skeleton in one pass.
As a result kinematic systems are commonplace in interactive applications like
computer games. Notable examples include Assassins Creed and Splinter Cell,
which utilize inverse kinematics to retarget or adjust key-framed animations
during interactions. Other examples such as the Unreal Engine by Epic Games
implements real-time limb and foot correction based on terrain geometry.

2.9 Hybrid Approaches
Much research has been directed towards the development of hybrid animation
systems to overcome many of the flaws associated with individualistic
approaches. Dynamo developed by Wrotek, Jenkins and McGuire (2006) uses
motion capture data to drive kinematic-constrained motion under the continuous
influence of physics simulation, using controllers to dictate specific motions.
Computer games implementation was the main focus of the research. However it
was noted the development of the required motion controllers is very difficult,
and for use in general situations, artificial intelligence (AI) systems built for
specific interactions would be required for motion direction and adjustment.

Fig 2.1 – The degrees of freedom
(DOF) required for each joint in a
skeletal system. 1, 2, 3 representing
the number of axes needed for
motion (Neff and Fiume 2008).

Grochow et al. (2004) presented an
inverse kinematics system that allowed
for the creation or slight adjustment of
poses based on key-framed data, using
learning algorithms to “train” the system
into articulated poses; and given certain
constraints, can produce the most likely
pose within those constraints. The system
posed numerous benefits for automating
character “rigging” (i.e. determining highlevel controls for a character). Although
it’s design focus was not intended for realtime interactivity, the authors state
further development of a
planning
mechanism and stricter constraints
tailored towards interactions would be
required.

Work conducted by Vondrak, Sigal and
Jenkins
(2010)
reviewed
current
dynamics approaches for animation, and
advocated constraint-based motion control that is based on motors implemented
by constraints on the position, velocity and/or acceleration of joint angles or
points rigidly attached to the bodies. However they emphasized on the general
control of complex articulated models, such as humanoids, as very challenging,
especially in absence of trajectories that constrain all or most parts of the body
over time. In particular, design of controllers that reproduce dynamics and
energetics of human motion and that can model dynamic variations due to the
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physical morphology or style of the individual remains an open issue. While
mentioning task-based control (where the user specifies the task instead of joint
angles or trajectories) as the better alternative which provides a number of
appealing properties from the point of view of animators and game designers.
At present, most hybrid approaches still find difficulty in control, a problem
riddled at the root of dynamics fundamentals. As Vondrak, Sigal and Jenkins
(2010) mention, task-based direction takes precedency over realism from an
animation and design outlook, leaving inverse kinematic approaches in better
standing within candidacy for real-time use.

2.8 Literature Summary
From current literature, this paper has identified prominent trends and
difficulties with existing techniques involving animation. Key-frame animation
techniques are prime in computer game development, most 3D animation assets
are manufactured manually via key framing or through motion capture to
animate characters. Each method outputs visually sufficient resources, but both
prove costly and time consuming (Natural Motion 2006). The continuous
explosion of interactive intricacy in 3D worlds leads to the exponential increase
of animation assets needed in order to satisfy them. The use of inverse
kinematic character control for purposes other than animation adjustment or
correction is an active area of development and illustrates the relevance of the
research performed in this dissertation.
Dynamics animation is more suited to generating realistic motion compared to a
kinematics system. However the computational cost required make dynamics
approaches unsuitable for real-time interactive scenarios, requiring hybrid
systems using multiple animation methods for it to be applicable in real-time.
However control is a more inherent problem that requires complex and taxing
behavioural artificial intelligence algorithms to be employed.
This leads to the use of inverse kinematics solution methods to compute skeletal
motion, these solution methods can vary in numerous characteristics, and an
algorithm’s performance depends greatly on efficiency, accuracy, robustness,
control, and the type or purpose of motion it is designed to dictate (Tolani,
Goswani and Balder 2000). The chosen algorithm will have a significant impact
on the quality of the animation produced and the overall performance of the
application. It is therefore an important step to perform an effective evaluation of
potential inverse kinematics algorithms posed in current research using
appropriate criteria, this is done in chapter 3 of this paper.
Based off conclusions from current literature, the case study has indicated that
solutions involving full skeletal motion using inverse kinematic controllers as a
desirable solution for real-time interactive animation.
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3.

METHODOLOGY

The following section describes the experimental work carried out throughout
the dissertation project. In order to answer the research question modelled in
section 2.0, the case study developed a project which animates a human walkcycle solely using inverse kinematics-based controllers.
It was necessary to develop a number of fundamental features for the project
before focusing on the inverse kinematical techniques needed for animation. This
involved:
 The development of a 3D rendering framework able to render a 3D
character and any other geometry in the scene.
 Building a 3D skeleton architecture. This represents a similar number of
joints and bones as described earlier in section 2.1.
 Evaluating inverse kinematics solution algorithms based on current
research for implementation into the project framework.
After these requirements were met, the project shifted focus onto the integration
of the chosen solution method into the project framework. The finished project
was dubbed Project IKAS (Inverse Kinematics Animation System). Once
development was complete, three sets of criteria were used to analyse the data
gathered from the developed project.


Analysis of animation aptitude; this includes animation quality,
smoothness, and believability.



Evaluation of system performance; identifying major system overheads,
bottlenecks, and areas of enhancements.



Examination of motion control; to what level of control can the system
be controlled and how this relates to performance.

Three test cases were used to quantify results from this criteria, these were:


Test Case 1: A character continuously looping in a walking motion using
inverse kinematic controllers.



Test Case 2: The same motion described in test case 1 will be styled.
While the animation is in progress, the motion movement speed
(quickening/slowing of the walk) will be modified by changing controller
parameters in real time.



Test Case 3: In addition to real-time animation speed adjustment,
positional foot placement will also be varied by modifying parameters
associated with motion controllers.
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Further information regarding testing and results are discussed in extensive
detail in sections 4.0.

3.1 Project Framework
The project uses Microsoft’s DirectX API (Microsoft 2009) as the core rendering
platform. This is due to a number of features and data structures offered by
DirectX for 3D graphics applications that are both generally useful and are
specifically required by the project. These features include:


3D data loading pipeline.
o Imports the character model used in the application.



Data methods specifically made for handling character structures.
o Used to contain skeletal data.



Rendering of skinned 3D polygon mesh objects.
o Attaches aesthetic mesh to the character model



Rendering of 3D polygon mesh objects.
o Required to render any other geometric objects in the scene.



Methods allowing for computing of 3D mathematics.
o For vector, quaternion, and matrix calculations.

While DirectX was used as the rending framework for the project, it was chosen
purely to accelerate development of the application structure. The application
does not use any proprietary functionality specific to DirectX. The 3D rendering
framework can potentially be developed using alternative rendering platforms
such as OpenGL with similar results as the project discussed here.

3.2 Modelling of Articulated Bodies
In this section some common mathematical notations on articulated body
depiction and geometric body modelling techniques are introduced.
Furthermore, the skeletal representation and data structure implementations
used in IKAS is discussed. For further details in regards to this section, the
mathematical explanations discussed here originate from work done by Abali
(2001), Baxter (2000) and Tolani, Goswani and Badler (2000) and Buss (2009).

3.2.1 Mathematical Joint Notation
In order to represent an articulated ﬁgure, a mathematical notation is necessary.
Two common notations are Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) notation (Denavit and
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Hartenberg 1955) and axis-position (AP) joint representation (Sims and Zeltser,
1988).
The most common kinematic representation in robotics is the notation of Denevit
and Hartenberg (Denavit and Hartenberg 1955). The notation deﬁnes four
parameters that construct the transformation matrix between two consecutive
links:


The angle of rotation or distance of translation for a prismatic joint.



The length of the link, or the distance between the axes at each end of a
link along the common normal.



The lateral oﬀset of the link, or the distance along the length of the axis
between subsequent common normal.



The twist of the link, or the angle between neighbouring axes.

Fig 2.2 - An example chain link
constructed from nodes and segments.
A joint that can rotate in n axes has n degrees of freedom (DOF), where n is the
total number of independent variables necessary to specify the joint’s state. The
Denavit-Hartenberg notation only allows one DOF per joint, while joints with
more than one DOF are represented with multiple joints at the same position
depending on the number of DOF needed. Second, while the notation is
compatible with chain-type links, it cannot incorporate branching joints within a
link.
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Sims and Zeltzer (1988) introduced axis-position (AP) joint representation which
holds:


The position of a joint.



The orientation value of an axis at a joint.



References to the link(s) that each joint is attached to.

AP joint representation stores more parameters than that of DH notation; three
for position, three for axis orientation and one for joint angle. This makes it more
suitable for complex articulated figures (Abali 2001).
In the project implementation, AP joint representation is adopted with some
modifications. The transformation matrix of a joint with respect to its local and
global root joint is stored for the sake of easy implementation in a hierarchy. The
details of this representation is explained in subsection 3.2.2.

3.2.2 Nodes and Segments Represented as Skeletal Systems
Discussed briefly in subsection 2.7.2, an articulated skeletal figure is constructed
by segments and nodes that may be thought of as skeletal bone and joint parts
(see figures 2.8 and 2.9).
A joint can possess up to six DOF’s (three for rotational and three for
translational values). However for articulated figures only rotational joints are
needed. A rotation with a corresponding angle around the axis of the DOF forms a
transformation and the product of transformation matrices of the DOFs
belonging to the same joint deﬁnes the location of the joint and the bone. A DOF
includes the rotation axis, current joint angle and the upper and lower limits of
the joint angle (see figure 2.3 and 2.4).

Fig 2.3 – The rotational DOF’s possible for
a single joint.
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The number of DOF’s required for a joint is largely dependent on the joint’s
intended physiology. The number of DOF’s required is anatomically based on
mimicking human joint movement (Watt and Matt 1992).
For system design purposes, each ‘branch’
in the skeletal tree (arms, legs, head) is
defined as a joint group (see figure 2.9).
Joint groups allow the handling of linked
joint subsections of the skeleton as a whole.
The following section describes how
segments and nodes are programmatically
represented as an articulated skeleton.
Fig 2.4 – A single DOF in a revolute
joint (Mathworks 2012).

3.2.3 Data Structures for Bone and Joint Depiction
Each bone and joint within the skeleton is represented using data structures to
define and measure their respective property values. An object-orientated
approach is used for efficient assignation and retrieval of both bone and joint
data. Both bones and joints are stored as class structures. Each bone has a name,
root, joint and shape field (see figure 2.5). The child and parent of a joint are
stored in a linked list for tree traversal. Since the shape field is related with the
geometric modelling of the body, this will be explained in section 3.2.5.

Fig 2.5 - The SkelBone class representing the bone structure.
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For joint depiction a similar structure is used. A joint is defined with a name,
rotAngle (rotation angle), rotAxis (rotation axis). and trans_
(translation) fields. These joints are also stored within a list. Similarly, the joint
class contains all methods necessary to retrieve and define the information it
requires for manipulation by a motion control system (see figure 2.6).

Fig 2.6 – Joint class representing the joint structure.
Since all computation is based upon data within the joint class, the class structure
plays a key role in the overall process of the application. Several other classes
encapsulate certain data within the joint class. This includes the SkelDOF and
Vector3 classes. The Vector3 class simply performs all vector related
mathematics needed by the system to compute vector translations, while
proprietary DirectX methods would be equally suitable for vector computation,
an individual vector class was created for portability purposes.
The SkelDOF class defines the minimum and maximum rotational values for joint
restrictions within a single DOF. A joint (i.e, shoulder) may have up to three
SkelDOF instances to represent three DOF. The class is shown in figure 2.7.
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Fig 2.7 – SkelDOF class, representing one degree of freedom per instance.

3.2.4 Skeletal Bone and Joint Construction
As briefly mentioned in subsection 2.7.2, to use this bone and joint
representation in an articulated skeletal figure, a tree-like hierarchy is used. A
specific joint is made as the root from which the structure sprouts. This is
typically positioned between the left and right hip joints of the structure (see
figure 2.8). Each bone of the skeletal figure has two joints to represent its
position in the hierarchy. Each joint is shared between two bones, acting as the
child of the joint before, and the parent of the joint after.

Fig 2.8 – The circles denote joint placements, lines denote segments, and squares represent
the end effectors.
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Every joint has a coordinate frame that describes the transformation of a bone
with respect to its parent bone, and a global coordinate frame that describes a
transformation with respect to the root joint. The use of this hierarchal system
means that transformations at parent joints affects the displacements of child
joints as well. The joints are initiated with desired positions and angular joint
restrictions within the system, unless a joint does not have a child, a bone is
rendered sequentially between each joint. Figure 2.9 visualizes the hierarchy
used in the application.

Fig 2.9 – Skeleton joint hierarchy tree (Granberg 2009).

3.2.5 Geometric Body Modelling
To visually represent the skeleton for animation some form of geometry must be
attached to the character. This section briefly discusses what type of geometry
modelling was used to represent the character model.
The geometric method used to illustrate the skeleton was given moderate
consideration. From an investigative viewpoint, the effect on the appearance of
generated motion as well as the performance of the motion controller may be
notable. Arguably this could be changed at any time, however a low-cost but
visually-high approach was preferred to avoid results skewed by heavy
processing elements within the scene. As such a shape-driven system was
employed to geometrically illustrate bone segments.
Numerous shape dimensions (primarily rectangles and squares) are defined in
the Shape class. An instance of the shape class is defined per instanced bone
object from the SkelBone class (see figure 2.5). The shape field denotes which
shape type the bone should be associated with. During bone rendering, the
defined shape is rendered within bone dimensions. The appearance given is a
character seemingly constructed from blocks, with each block representing a
specific body part.
While straightforward to compute the dimension of the blocks allowed even
subtle movements to be observed clearly and was chosen for as the character
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representation method. The block system is demonstrated through screenshots
of IKAS in operation during chapter 4.0.

3.2 Inverse Kinematics Solution Methods
This section discusses the solution methods analysed and chosen for the inverse
kinematics algorithm used in the project. Echoing areas explained briefly in
section 2.7.2; these methods can be largely classified into three categories:
•

Analytical methods

•

Numerical methods.

•

A combination of analytical and numerical methods.

The algorithmic solutions used to decide motion in present inverse kinematic
animations systems (numerical or analytical) can vary depending on its priorities
and design purposes. Tolani, Goswami and Badler (2000) defined five sets of
criteria for assessing an inverse kinematics solutions strengths and
shortcomings:


Efﬁciency: Since inverse kinematics must often be performed in real time,
efficiency and speed is of paramount concern,



Reliability: An algorithm is reliable if it can consistently ﬁnd a solution when
one exists and if it correctly detects instances of the problem that are
unsolvable.



Completeness: Additionally, in some applications it is desirable to ﬁnd the
entire set of solutions; algorithms satisfying this requirement are termed
complete.



Stability: Numerical stability refers to the algorithm’s robustness when
degenerate or ill conditioned cases arise.



Generality: Each algorithm will be evaluated on its generality, that is its
adaptability to redundant manipulators or other ill-posed problems where an
inﬁnite number of solutions may exist.

This criteria will be used to consider which method will be best suited for the
dissertation project, as well as for testing their suitability once implemented
during evaluation. For further details in regards to this section, the mathematical
explanations discussed here originate from work done by Buss (2009), Baxter
(2000) and Tolani, Goswani and Badler (2000) and more extensively Abali
(2001).
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3.3.1 Numerical methods
The inverse kinematics problem is non-linear since the joint transformations
contain large solution sets, the following subsections describe three methods that
attempt to solve this problem.
3.3.1a Jacobian Inverse Method
Numerical methods based on Jacobian matrix inversion are the most mature and
widely used in both robotics and computer graphics applications (Peck, 2006). In
inverse kinematics the Jacobian matrix is used to transform the change in angle
in joint space Θ to the change in position of the end effector in Cartesian space ˙x
(using dot notation for first derivatives with respect to time). It is for this reason
the inverse Jacobian method (Whitney 1972) is also known as ‘resolved motion
rate control’ in robotics literature.
To start, equation 1.3 (see section 2.7.1) is differentiated with respect to Θ.

X = J ( Θ) Θ

(1.5)

Where X is the end-eﬀector position and orientation, Θ is the vector containing
joint angles from the root of the tree to the end-eﬀector (see equation 1.2), and
the Jacobian J is a matrix of partial derivatives relating to diﬀerential changes of

Θ to diﬀerential changes in X (see equation 1.6).
J=

𝝏𝒇

(1.6)
𝝏𝜣
If however the equation in 1.5 is inverted (equation 1.7) and iterated towards a
final goal position with incremental steps, the equation can be solved linearly
(figure 3.3).

Fig 3.0 – Iteration steps towards the desired goal (Abali 2001).
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-1

Θ = J (Θ) X

(1.7)

In order to invert a Jacobian matrix, it is supposed to be square and non-singular,
but it is usually rectangular and the dimension of Θ is usually larger than that of
X. In this situation, pseudo-inversion techniques can be used (Girard and
Maciejevski 1985, Klein and Huang 1983, Abali 2001). Instead of receiving J -1 ,
the pseudo-inverse of a Jacobian written as J +is used and deﬁned as follows:
+

J = J T( J . J T )-1

(1.8)

The equation in 1.8 then becomes:
+

Θ = J ( X)

(1.9)

Pseudo-inverse solutions do have a problem, the rectangular structure of the
Jacobian can cause redundancy. A manipulator (or kinematic chain) is considered
kinematically redundant when it possesses more DOFs than needed to specify a
goal (figure 2.1). It is often useful to consider exploiting the redundancy in an
attempt to satisfy some secondary condition. Jacobian inverse is also known to be
computationally heavy, Baxter (2000) describes the Jacobian inverse as the
equivalent to solving by Newton’s method, hence motion generated is very
accurate, yet the computational expense is very high.
Another problem is what is referred to as singularity of the Jacobian. While the
pseudo-inverse can be used when the Jacobian is singular, as the articulation
moves, the chance of discontinuities in the elements of the computed pseudoinverse from changes in the state of the Jacobian is possible. Physically, the
singularities usually occur when the articulation is fully extended or when the
axes of separate links align themselves (Watt A. and Watt M. 1992, Abali 2001).
3.3.1b Jacobian Transpose
The Jacobian transpose method takes the distance to a goal to be a force that
pulls the end effector. To find the Jacobian transpose modelled as J Tthe virtual
work equation is modelled as:
T

T=J F

(2.0)

For motion, this is modelled as:

Δq = J T Δx
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(2.1)

Where q is the joint parameters required for a specific motion, , x is a function of
joint parameters q, the Jacobian J is a matrix of partial derivatives relating to
diﬀerential changes of Θ to diﬀerential changes in X (see equation 1.6), and Δ
denotes the non-infinitesimal change in q and x. It must be noted that with the
Jacobian inverse, the solution was an exact answer to a linearized problem, this is
no longer so. Baxter (2000) described the Jacobian transpose method as solving
by essentially setting up a dynamical system that obeys Aristotelian laws of
physics, working iteratively in increments until arriving at a solution.
To continue with calculation of equation 2.1, a scaling value h would be defined
and iterated for motion. This then allows the h value to be thought of as a time
step, and allows the differentiating of q with respect to time.
Unlike the Jacobian Inverse which takes minimal norms at every step, the
Jacobian transpose suffers from scaling problems; the end effectors experience
large torques, hence taking disproportionately large steps during resolution. And
while slower to converge than Jacobian inverse, Jacobian transpose doesn’t suffer
from singularities, while also having a cheaper evaluation step.
3.3.1b Non-linear Optimization
Abali (2001) described nonlinear optimization methods by way of approaching
the problem as minimization. Let e(Θ) be the positional and orientational
deﬁnition of an end-eﬀector and g be the positional and orientational deﬁnition
of a desired goal.

P(e(Θ)) = (g – e(Θ))

(2.2)

Where P(e(Θ)) is a potential function that gives the distance (positional and
orientational) between the end-effector and the goal. If the value of the potential
function is zero, then the goal has been reached. If the goal is not reachable
because of joint limits, the potential function value tries to be minimized
suﬃciently for the function to resolve. The optimization problem can be
formulated as follows (Gill and Murray 1978):
Minimize

P(e(Θ)) ,

Subject to

li < Θ <

i

for

i = 1,……, n

(2.3)

li and i are the lower and upper limits of the joint angles.
This was based off of a non-linear solver detailed in the MATLAB (2012)
mathematics package, while their process can be integrated directly into an
animation system, the computational cost would be significant. Improvement of
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the algorithm would be require embedding of an optimization algorithm to
lessen computational cost. This makes minimization optimization complex and
difficult for implementation (Abali 2001)

3.3.2 Combined Analytical and Numerical Methods
Research conducted by Tolani, Goswani and Badler (2000) provides a
combination of analytical and numerical methods to solve generalized inverse
kinematics problems. They designed a set of algorithms for the arm or leg, that
could solve for position, orientation and aiming constraints.
Take a seven DOF limb that has 3 joints, let’s assume these are called J1, J2 and J3.
Both the first and last joints have 3 DOF and the center joint has one DOF rotating
around the y-axis.

T1 ATy BT2 = G

(2.2)

Where T1 and T2 denote the rotation matrices of J1 and J3 as functions of three
DOFs belonging to the related joint. Ty is the rotation matrix of J2 deﬁned as a
function of one revolutionary DOF. A and B are the constant transformation
matrices from J1 to J2 and J2 to J3 respectively. G is the matrix of the desired goal.
In order to solve equation 2.2 analytically, trigonometric equations are generated
from its parameters and solved accordingly. Depending on the quality of input,
for positional and/or orientational goals an analytical approach may suffice. As
the complexity increases however, a combination of analytic and numeric
method by reducing seven to two variables with trigonometric equations. An
unconstrained optimization algorithm is then applied to solve for these two
variables (Abali 2001).
Analytical methods are generally faster as the motions are computed through
trigonometric calculations, oﬀering higher performance for limbs in contrast to
other numerical solutions. Tolani, Goswani and Badler (2000) later discussed
approaches in which an inverse kinematics solutions are broken into subproblems Zhao (1994) that can be solved with analytical methods (Alibi 2001).

3.4 Motion Control
Upon evaluation of solution methods for inverse kinematic problems using the
research criteria defined in section 3.2, it was clear that different solution
methods had different applicative benefits over others. As the Jacobian
Transpose maintained the best balance between efficiency, reliability and
robustness as a motion controller, it was chosen as the solution method used to
compute motion.
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The second development stage of IKAS involved the adapting of a motion
controller that would allow the direction of motions using the Jacobian
Transpose solver. The following sections will explain the design of the motion
control system in IKAS and detail how these motions were constructed to form
animation cycles.

3.4.1 Motion Paths
To direct end-effectors in a controlled and specified direction, motion paths are
used. Motion paths are constructed from the assignment of numerous endeffector targets and are iterated towards sequentially. Any number of endeffector targets can be used to create a motion path. This is demonstrated briefly
in figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Fig. 3.1 – IKAS navigating an end effector from one target to another, combing
multiple targets and storing them as individual movements.
These end-effector targets are stored as target positions in world space and
simply iterated through. Any individual target in a motion path can be modified
in real-time. In the example demonstrated in 3.1, a motion path for a single step
is defined.
This design to motion direction introduced numerous benefits. Firstly, it
significantly reduced the risk of error when attempting to generate human gait
patterns. Such an approach can also help reduce end-effector ‘jitter’ that CCD
solutions (cyclic coordinate decent) and other numerical solutions are prone to
experiencing, although this is largely dependent on the motion described and the
end effectors and chains involved in their manipulations. Second, it allows for
flexible motion direction. A motion path can easily be mapped using IKAS and be
looped within a list of reference targets.
Based on this guidance system , two features were developed. One to speed up an
animation and the other that increments the foot width position per an upcoming
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un-activate goal. The effects of these adaptations in real-time are discussed in
section 4.0.

3.4.2 Walk Cycle
To create the walk cycle using the motion control system built within IKAS,
higher-level control over motion paths was needed. This was done by k defining
key postures within a walk cycle. Using the motion paths described in 3.4.1,
these paths were combined and at key postures are set as reference frames for
the walk cycle, forming an overall animation. Figure 3.2 demonstrates this.

Fig. 3.2 – Demonstration of the frame-referencing system in IKAS.
The four reference frames as shown in figure 3.2 are continuously checked upon
to ensure motion is performed as desired. If any vast error was experienced
during the generation of a certain walk cycle phase, the system would eventually
correct itself when cycling through other reference frames. This allowed for highlevels of flexibility when adapting and specifying motions.
It should be noted that this system is not limited to only walk cycles, virtually any
number of motion sets can be designed through this approach. Further
development of motion paths to use spline or Bezier curves as a means of endeffector target placement was considered for a GUI-based approach, however for
the purpose of this research simply storing end-effector values was sufficient.
While animation is controlled through the scheme described above, IKAS can still
compute believable motions given only a single target for an end-effector to
move towards. The use of motion paths simply allows better control for more
synchronised movements involving many individual motions.
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4.0

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The following chapter will present results from the three test cases developed
during this dissertation, and discuss the conclusions drawn from each test case.
Three test cases were briefly modelled in section 3.0 as a means of obtaining
three core test impressions based on the data gathered from the system:


Analysis of animation aptitude; this includes animation quality,
smoothness, and believability. Whether the animation control from basic
motion controllers implemented in this current iteration of IKAS will give
insight as to how further enhancements may appear. This was judged
based on appearance, including the smoothness of motion, and the
believability of the walk-like animation generated.



Evaluation of system performance; this is paramount to the outcome of
case study, the potential use of inverse kinematic animation systems
depends greatly on its performance in real-time. Identifying major system
overheads, bottlenecks, and areas of enhancements will also be included.
This will be quantified as the average framerate sampled over a three
minute period.



Examination of motion control; to what level of control can the system
be controlled and how does this relate to performance? Considering the
possible interactive benefits inverse kinematics proposes, reactiveness to
parameters within a motion controller represents how well IKAS can
respond to interactive environments. This will be based upon perceived
reactiveness to parameter changes in real-time.

To evaluate these factors, the following testing cases were devised:


Test Case 1: A character continuously looping in a walking motion using
inverse kinematic controllers.



Test Case 2: The same motion described in test case 1 will be styled.
While the animation is in progress, the motion movement speed
(quickening/slowing of the walk) is modified by changing motion
controller parameters in real time.



Test Case 3: In addition to real-time animation speed adjustment,
positional foot placement will also be varied by modifying parameters
associated with motion controllers.

This criteria was chosen to quantify the suitability of inverse kinematic
animation systems and their potential applicative nature for generating full
character motion. The results were obtained on a personal computer operating
using a Intel Core 2 Duo CPU at 2.4Ghz , 3GB of main system memory (RAM), and
a Nvidia GTX 570 with 1.25GB of graphics memory. Framerate was measured via
the framerate measurement tool FRAPS.
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The test setup and results from each of the three test scenarios are detailed in the
following sections.

4.1 Test Case 1
The primary purpose of test case 1 is to obtain minimal performance thresholds
required for basic system operation for comparisons with test case 2 and 3. This
involved a continuously looping walking animation based on the motion
controller IKAS uses for animation, measuring the system frame rate throughout.
Figure 3.4 shows screenshots from the project application during this test case.

Fig. 3.3 – Screenshots of IKAS taken during test case 1.
The frame rate measurements taken during test case 1 involved relatively little
performance issues. Animation was smooth and the walking motion
demonstrated was plausible. No real-time adjustment to the walk cycle was made
during this test case. Figure 3.5 below demonstrates the results gathered from
this scenario.
Average Framerate
(Frames Per Second)

32.33 FPS

Animation Appearance
While slow, motion is
generally smooth. Although
occasional jitter and freezes
occur throughout.

Motion Controller
Reactiveness.
No motion control
parameters were
changed.

Fig. 3.4 – Results gathered from test case 1.

4.2 Test Case 2
The goal of test case 2 is to measure any performance complexities IKAS may face
when motion controllers are adapted in real time. The same walking motion
described in test case 1 was used during test case 2. As the animation loops, the
motion movement speed (quickening/slowing of the walk cycle) is modified in
real-time continuously. Gradually increasing speed values until the maximum
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slow/fast framing values are reached, the speed is then inversed depending on
what speed IKAS is currently animating at (slow down to slowest value, then
speed up to fastest).
As is with test case 1, observations of performance, appearance and controller
reactiveness were measured. Figure 3.3 describes the results from this test.
Average Framerate
(Frames Per Second)

26.2 FPS

Animation Appearance

Motion Controller
Reactiveness.

Motion is slow and significantly
more unnatural. Character gives
the impression of ‘floating’ above
ground when moving during slow
animation speeds. No longer
appears connected to environment.

Responsiveness was as
expected, delay
associated with
Jacobian Transpose
slow convergence
were seen.

Fig. 3.5 – Results generated from test case 2.
To summarize observations from test
case 1 and 2 so far, while it is expected
for performance to have dropped from
increased activity motion, animation
plausibility seems to have dropped in
conjunction.
From an animation perspective
however this is expected. The IKAS
motion controller was manually timed
to walk at a certain walking speed. By
attempting to increase and decrease
the walking animation looping speed,
the leg and arm movement did not
Fig. 3.6 – Screenshot taken during
compute at the pace of positional
test case 2.
movement IKAS was animating at,
even so, changing animation speed did
little to reflect actual changes in motion, walking just seemed generally slower.
This was never considered during development of IKAS, however the speed
mismatch clearly disconnected the animation from seeming believable, resulting
in the appearance of floating or weightlessness.
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4.3 Test Case 3
Test case 3 was aimed at heavily testing motion controller responsiveness and
the performance variations this would incur. The motion controller parameters
which were modified was the foot width placement (the distal width between the
left and right foot) and motion speed variables. Similar procedures in test 2 were
done in test 3, the values are cycled through from one polar end to the other for
distal foot width (i.e, very close foot placement, to very far apart left-right foot
placement) and again for motion speed, very fast animation cycled down to slow
animation and vice versa. Figure 3.5 shows the results.
Average
Framerate Per
Second (Frames
Per Second)

22.2 FPS

Animation Appearance

Motion is jittery . Framerate drop
affects character movement patterns.
Character no longer possesses any
sense of plausibility. Foot placements
lag behind input and take too long to
adjust, creating stutters of motion
due to processing consumption.

Motion Controller
Reactiveness.
Responsiveness is
slow, foot placement
values wouldn’t
correspond correctly
to given parameters.

Fig. 3.7 – Results gathered from test case 3.
Test case 3 proved more taxing than predicted. The drop in framerate had a
recognizable impact on the animation, however the foot placement posed further
questions. Values seemed to lag behind actual values noticeably, motions seemed
unable to respond quickly to value changes and at one point limbs were vastly
out of position.

4.4 Conclusion
Project IKAS implements an algorithm for locomotive character animation using
inverse kinematics. The system uses the Jacobian transpose method for motion
control.
The data received tests showed using inverse kinematics solely for animation can
produce varying degrees of plausible motion, and this could be improved upon
depending on the motion defined and the balance of an appropriate control
derivative. However the animation gives the perception of characters lacking
‘weight.’ This can be rectified by specifying more end-effector targets for motion
controllers to mimic more ‘bounce’ or perceived weight in leg and arm
movements similar to those used in key-frame animation.
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The motion control system developed demonstrates the control benefits inverse
kinematics poses over physics based solutions. Results also showed the need for
more specific animation-tailored controllers to match arm and leg motions with
movement speed believably. The nature of kinematic controlled systems permits
a high number of control methods to direct end effector placements, and this
leaves numerous possibilities for control enhancements to be developed.
Performance data proved the most interesting. The increase in complexity during
extensive motion was indicative of how continual changes to end-effectors can
demand considerable computational expense. Processing motion became slow
and generally unreactive. However this also revealed key aspects in regards to
Jacobian transpose based solvers. Making smaller motions proved high in error
and were noticeably inaccurate in positioning. General motions such as a leg
stride or arm swing did not experience this to the same degree. Plenty of areas
for optimization around the algorithm exist, and will be discussed further in
chapter 5.
The results have therefore shown that using a character animation system driven
by inverse kinematics alone needs considerable development in order to use as
the sole engine driving an animation. While only the Jacobian transpose solution
was tested, the solution seemed suited to movement in general directions than
intricate ones, sacrificing accuracy. The balancing of other hybrid animation
techniques would prove beneficial to0 utilize the full value of IK based animation.

5.

FUTURE WORK

The results indicate inverse kinematics animation alone needs much more work
before seemless implementation in real-time can be achieved. The performance
drops found during test cases suggested an interesting relationship between
interactivity and general movement. While a Jacobian transpose approach allows
for broad limb manipulation in various ways, creating complex interactions
during general movement may not prove feasible. Computing broad general
motions alongside interactions with environments could be better achieved by
using multiple IK solutions for individual motion types.
This leads to similar ideas described by Zhao (1994) where analytical solutions
could target confined sections of a skeleton for overall movement. Task division
does propose itself as a very viable solution for not only movement accuracy but
can also solve the predicament of high processing costs. Motion synchronization
systems would need to be made in order for motion to flow between numerous
articulated segments.
There are many unexplored avenues that allow for optimizations of IKAS. The
utilizing of multiple solvers tailored towards specific motion types could prove to
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be a more realistic solution. By targeting numerical algorithms, such as Jacobian
transpose solvers towards longer chains such as legs and analytical ones to target
smaller segment links such as arms and the head would show not only improved
accuracy but significant drops in computation costs. Giving solution priority to
areas which express more subtle/specific tasks compared to legs. The use of CCD
(Cyclic Coordinate Decent) solutions may also help, while considered one of the
fastest of numerical methods, research has shown ‘jittery’ movement to be
exhibited. The use of dampening techniques can be used to soften movement not
just with CCD but also other numerical methods as well.
Algorithms adjusting limb movement rates in relation to character positional
speed would be useful as an animation tool. By researching human gait and limb
movement relationships, representing those relationships as functions which
could continuously collect and adjust movement ratios to maintain believability
for animations where positional speed may fluctuate would add to pseudorealistic effects.
Dynamics and Inverse kinematics methods are still ineffectual towards
individualistic or behavioural motion. To enhance the perceived realism of IKAS,
the adaptability of AI methods that could dictate movement designed for specific
situations, or mimic human movement patterns to represent specific emotions
would increase characteristic realism, although the balancing performance
requirements for such a system needs to be considered.
A plethora of uncharted regions exist in inverse kinematics animation, tailored
more so towards computational efficiency as opposed to control solutions. The
paralleling of Jacobian-based solvers is an active area of research commonly
found in robotics. Much of the mathematical principles involved can be found in
work by Henrich, Karl and Worn (1997). However virtually no quantifiable
results exists from testing such methods for skeletal or complex articulated
figures.
Adding to this, the exploration of GPGPU solutions has also been uncultivated
when introduced to systems such as skeletons. Calculating transformations using
GPGPU approaches by using OpenCL, CUDA or Microsoft’s new DirectCompute
shader could incur large performance gains, and pose as very achievable
solutions to motion slowness.
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